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Abstract
We consider triangular arrays of Markov random walks that can be approximated by an
accompanying sequence of di(usion processes. We give uniform bounds for approximation of
scaled transition probabilities by transition densities of the di(usion process. In particular, we
state local limit theorems for the case that the Markov random walks converge weakly to a
di(usion process. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and results
In this paper, we consider triangular arrays of Markov random walks that can be
approximated by an accompanying sequence of di(usion processes. In particular, this
includes the case that the Markov random walks converge weakly to a di(usion process.
Our main result is that the normalized transition probabilities di(er from the transition
densities in the di(usion model by rate O(n−1=2).
In Konakov and Mammen (2000), Markov chains have been treated where the
innovations have a density. There bounds on the convergence of transition densities
were given for that case. The results in this paper extends these results to the case of
Markov random walks (i.e., Markov chains with discrete innovations). As in Konakov
and Mammen (2000) our approach is based on application of the parametrix method.
This method gives an in;nite series expansion for transition densities of di(usions and,
as has been shown in Konakov and Mammen (2000), it can be used to get a ;nite
series expansion for Markov chains. The summands of these series depend on Gaussian
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densities (in case of di(usions) and on densities of sums of independent variables (in
case of Markov chains). The results in Konakov and Mammen (2000) were obtained
by comparison of these summands with the help of Edgeworth expansions. For a dis-
cussion of the parametrix method for parabolic PDE’s, we refer to Friedman (1964),
McKean and Singer (1967) and LadyGzenskaja et al. (1968). For a short description, see
also Konakov and Mammen (2000). In this paper, we will describe how this method
can be applied to Markov random walks.
Basically, the proofs in this paper are very similar to the ones in Konakov and
Mammen (2000). However, we have to overcome two additional diJculties to extend
the approach in that paper. There extensive use was made of the assumption that the
Markov chain has smooth transition densities. We will de;ne in this paper smooth
functions that coincide on lattices with normed transition probabilities and that allows
to carry over some calculations of Konakov and Mammen (2000). Secondly, due to
the discrete nature of the innovation distribution now at several places instead of the
Lebesgue measure we have to consider discrete approximations for it. The error of these
discretisations has to be carefully bounded because it appears in recursive formulas.
Local limit theorems for Markov random walks Xn(k) [k =1; : : : ; n] were given in
Kasymdzganova (1981) and Konovalov (1981). Kasymdzganova (1981) considered the
case of a homogeneous random walk on the lattice Zr [with no drift]. She assumed
the following conditional distribution for the innovations Xn(k + 1)− Xn(k)
P(Xn(k + 1)− Xn(k)=± ei|Xn(k)= z
√
n)=
1
2r
(
1− 1
n
D(z)
)
;
where e1 = (1; 0; : : : ; 0); : : : ; er =(0; : : : ; 1), z ∈Zr and 1=nD(z) is the probability that the
particle vanishes at z. Konovalov (1981) gives local limit theorems for one-dimensional
Markov random walks. Local limit theorems for homogeneous Markov chains with
continuous state space were given in Konakov and Molchanov (1984). As mentioned
above, rates of convergence for (nonhomogeneous) Markov chains with continuous
state space are discussed in Konakov and Mammen (2000). Classical references for
weak convergence of Markov chains to di(usions are Skorohod (1965) and Stroock
and Varadhan (1979).
We now describe the Markov random walks that will be treated in this paper. For
each n¿ 1, we consider the model
Yn
(
k + 1
n
)
=Yn
(
k
n
)
+ n
(
k + 1
n
)
; k =0; : : : ; n− 1 (1.1)
with Yn(0)= x. The process Yn(k=n) takes it values on the lattice x + hZr ; where
h= n−1=2. The innovations n((k + 1)=n) have values in hZr . We suppose that Yn is a
Markov process, i.e., for a function NQn it holds that
P
[
n
(
k + 1
n
)
= hw
∣∣∣∣Yn
(
k
n
)
= z; Yn
(
k − 1
n
)
= · · ·
]
= NQn(z; w)
for z ∈ x+ hZr and w∈Zr . We introduce the following notation for conditional means
and covariance matrices:
mn(z)= nE
[
n
(
k + 1
n
) ∣∣∣∣Yn
(
k
n
)
= z
]
;
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n(z) = nE
[{
n
(
k + 1
n
)
− n−1mn(z)
}
×
{
n
(
k + 1
n
)
− n−1mn(z)
}T ∣∣∣∣Yn
(
k
n
)
= z
]
:
The elements of the matrix n(z) are denoted by n; ij(z). The elements of mn are
denoted by mn;1; : : : ; mn;p.
The conditional probability of Yn(1)=y, given Yn(0)= x, is denoted by Pn(x; y). We
denote nr=2Pn(x; y) by pn(x; y). Study of the normed transition probabilities pn(x; y) is
the topic of this paper. Conditions on NQn, mn and n will be given below.
The process Yn can be approximated by a sequence of accompanying di(usion
processes Ydn . These processes are de;ned by the same initial condition Y
d
n (0)= x
and the stochastic di(erential equation
dYdn (t)=mn{Ydn (t)} dt + n{Ydn (t)} dW (t);
where W is an r dimensional Brownian motion. The matrix n(z) is the unique sym-
metric matrix de;ned by n(z)n(z)T =n(z). The conditional density of Ydn (1), given
Ydn (0)= x, is denoted by p
d
n(x; •). The following theorem contains our main result. It
gives bounds for the rate of convergence of the di(erence between pn = nr=2Pn and pdn .
For our results, we use the following conditions.
(A1) For n large enough, there exists an extension Qn :Rr×Rr → [0; 1] of the function
NQn (i.e., a function Qn with Qn(z; w)= NQn(z; w) for z ∈ x + hZr ; w∈Zr). There
exist a positive integer S ′ and a function  :Zr → R with ∑z∈Zr ‖z‖S | (z)|¡∞
for S =2rS ′ + 4 such that
|D!yQn(x; y)|6  (y) for x∈Rr ; y∈Zr and |!|=0; : : : ; 4;
|D!xQn(x; y)|6  (y) for x∈Rr ; y∈Zr and |!|=0; : : : ; 2:
For the case that S ′=1, the following Theorem 1.1 can be shown under the weaker
assumption that (A1) holds for a function  with
∑
z∈Zr ‖z‖k | (z)|¡∞ for an integer
k ¿ r + 4.
(A2) There exist positive constants c and C such that for n large enough
c6 % Tn(z)%6C
for all %, ‖%‖=1 and z.
(A3) For n large enough, the functions mn, n and their ;rst derivatives are continuous
and bounded (uniformly in n). All these functions are Lipschitz continuous (with
a Lipschitz constant that does not depend on n). Furthermore, @2=(@zj@zk)n(z)
and @3=(@zi@zj@zk)n(z) exist for 16 i; j; k6p and are bounded (uniformly
in n).
We now come to our main result.
Theorem 1.1. Assume (A1)–(A3). Then the following estimate holds:
sup
x∈Rr ;y∈x+hZr
(1 + ‖y − x‖2(S′−1))|pn(x; y)− pdn(x; y)|=O(n−1=2);
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where S ′ is de9ned in Assumption (A1) and where h= n−1=2. The norm ‖ : : : ‖ is the
usual Euclidean norm.
We treat now the case that (after scaling) the random walks converge to a ;xed
di(usion. For this purpose, we assume in the following assumption that the conditional
covariance matrices n(z) and the conditional expectations mn(z) converge to a matrix
(z) or a vector m(z), respectively.
(A4) There exist functions m(z) and (z) and a sequence (n → 0 such that for
i=0; 1; 2
sup
z∈Rr
‖m(i)n (z)− m(i)(z)‖=O((n);
sup
z∈Rr
‖(i)n (z)− (i)(z)‖=O((n):
Furthermore, @2=(@zj@zk)(z) is HOolder continuous.
Under the additional assumption of (A4), the process Yn converges weakly to a di(usion
Yd that is de;ned by Y (0)= x and
dYd(t)=m{Yd(t)} dt + {Yd(t)} dW (t);
where the matrix (z) is the unique symmetric matrix de;ned by (z)(z)T =(z).
This follows for instance from Theorem 1, p. 82 in Skorohod (1987). The conditional
density of Yd(1), given Yd(0)= x, is denoted by pd(x; •). The following theorem gives
bounds for the rate of convergence of pn = nr=2Pn to pd. This theorem immediately
follows from Theorem 1.1 and a bound on the di(erence between the di(usion transition
densities pd and pdn , see Lemma 2.10.
Theorem 1.2. Assume (A1)–(A3) and suppose that (A4) holds for a sequence (n.
Then the following estimate holds:
sup
x∈Rr ;y∈x+hZr
(1 + ‖y − x‖2(S′−1))|pn(x; y)− pd(x; y)|=O(n−1=2 + (n);
where again S ′ is de9ned in Assumption (A1).
Let us mention some extensions of our results.
(i) Our setup could be easily extended to the case that n(k=n) has values in hAZr ,
where A is a nonsingular matrix.
(ii) Nonhomogeneous case. Our approach can be generalized to obtain local limit
theorems for a general class of nonhomogeneous random walks on a lattice Zr . A
generalisation of our proof to this case requires a new bound on the accuracy of
expansions of characteristic functions of non i.i.d. random vectors. In particular,
this bound must be sharper than the one given in Bhattacharya and Rao (1976),
Theorem 9:11.
(iii) Markov chains with lattice and nonlattice components. By application of the
results of this paper and of Konakov and Mammen (2000) one can treat Markov
chains that have lattice and nonlattice components.
(iv) Vanishing particles. One can treat also the case that the particle can vanish as in
the paper of Kasymdzganova (1981) that we have mentioned above.
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(v) Modi9ed Euler schemes. Our results can be used to study the accuracy of discrete
approximations of di(usions by iterative generation of {−1; 1} random variables.
Approximations of di(usions by Markov chains have been discussed in Stroock and
Zheng (1997) and Chen et al. (1998). In Theorem 6:3 of the latter paper bounds are
given for the di(erence between the Markov chain and di(usion semigroup operators
that are of order n−1=2 (in our notation). They consider Markov chains that arise from
a ;nite di(erence approximation of a di(usion generator L. We now argue that our
setting is more general. To illustrate this let us consider a generator Lh as de;ned in
(6:17) of Chen et al. (1998). For simpli;cation, we put d=1 and assume b(x) ≡ 0.
Then we have
Lhf=
a(x)
h2
(
f(x + h) + f(x − h)
2
− f(x)
)
:
(The factor 12 was missing in (6:17).) The corresponding pseudo-Poissonian semigroup
of transition operators is given by
Qht =exp[− ta(x)h−2]
∞∑
j=0
[
ta(x)h−2
j!
]j
T j;
where Tf(x)= [f(x+ h) + f(x− h)]=2. The one-step probability function is given by
Ph(h2; x; y)=Qhh2/y(x);
where /y(x)= 1 for x=y and /y(x)= 0 for x =y. With some algebra we get for the
function NQn (in our notation) for v∈Rr ; w∈Zr
NQn(v; w)= exp[− a(v)]
a(v)|w|
2|w||w|!

1 + ∞∑
j=1
a(v)2j
22jj!(|w|+ 1) · : : : · (|w|+ j)

 : (1.2)
The function Qn in our assumption (A1) can be chosen for y¿ 1 as
Qn(x; y)=
exp[− a(x) + y ln{a(x)=2}]
1(y + 1)

1 + ∞∑
j=1
a(x)2j
22jj!(y + 1) · : : : · (y + j)

 :
For y6 − 1, one puts Qn(x; y)=Qn(x;−y) and for −1¡y¡ 1 one chooses an ap-
propriate smooth function. It can be easily seen that the conditions of Theorem 6:3 in
Chen et al. (1998) imply (A1) with  (y)= c exp(−y). On the other hand, the case
that Qn(v; w) only di(ers from 0 for a ;nite number of values of w is excluded by the
setting of Chen et al. (1998), see (1.2). In particular, this excludes an important class
of random walks.
2. Proofs
The proofs of our theorems are organized as follows. In the next two subsections, we
will state series expansions for the transition densities of the approximating di(usions
and for the Markov random walks. The series only depend on Gaussian densities p˜dn for
the di(usions. For the Markov random walks, the sum depends on scaled probabilities
p˜n for events of sums of independent variables. The di(erence between these quantities
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and the Gaussian densities can be treated by Edgeworth expansions. This is done in
Subsection 2.3. These are the main steps of the proof of Theorem 1.1. The ;nal proof
of Theorem 1.1 is given in Subsection 2.4. The proof of Theorem 1.1 is similar to the
proof of Theorem 1.1 in Konakov and Mammen (2000). The proof is complicated by
two facts. First, there the proof makes essentially use of the fact that p˜n has bounded
derivatives. This does not hold anymore in our setup. We will overcome this diJculty
by showing that p˜n can be de;ned as restriction of a smooth function. This is the main
idea of the proof and it will be done in Subsection 2.3. Furthermore, in our proofs we
will have the additional diJculty that we have to bound di(erences between integrals
and discrete Riemannian approximations. This has to be done in recursive de;nitions
where this approximation error appears in;nitely often. Longer proofs of some lemmas
are given in Subsection 2.6. The proof of Theorem 1.2 is given in Subsection 2.5. In
the proof, we put h= n−1=2.
2.1. In9nite series expansions for transition densities of di<usions
In the next lemma, we will state an in;nite series expansion of pdn .
Lemma 2.1. The following expansion holds:
pdn(s; t; x; y)=
∞∑
l=0
(p˜dn ⊗ H (l)d;n)(s; t; x; y); (2.1)
where
Hd;n(s; t; x; y) =
1
2
r∑
i; j=1
(n; ij(x)− n; ij(y))@
2p˜dn(s; t; x; y)
@xi@xj
+
r∑
i=1
(mn;i(x)− mn;i(y))@p˜
d
n(s; t; x; y)
@xi
; (2.2)
p˜dn(s; t; x; y) = (25)
−r=2(det[(t − s)n(y)])−1=2
×exp[− 12{y − x − (t − s)mn(y)}′[(t − s)n(y)]−1
×{y − x − (t − s)mn(y)}]; (2.3)
and where as in Konakov and Mammen (2000) we make use of the following
convolution type operation ⊗:
(f ⊗ g)(s; t; x; y)=
∫ t
s
du
∫
Rr
f(s; u; x; z)g(u; t; z; y) dz:
We write g⊗ H (0)d;n for g and for l=1; 2; : : : we denote the l-fold “convolution” (g⊗
H (l−1)d;n )⊗ Hd;n by g⊗ H (l)d;n.
This expansion has been shown in McKean and Singer (1967). For motivation and
discussion of this result, see Konakov and Mammen (2000). Note that Hd;n and p˜
d
n
corresponds to H and p˜ in Konakov and Mammen (2000), where for simplicity of
exposition the approximating di(usion is assumed not to depend on n. We remark that
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the bounds that have been stated in Lemmas 2.2–2.5 of Konakov and Mammen (2000)
for H , p˜ and their derivatives apply for Hd;n and p˜
d
n . As there, the bounds do not
depend on n. This follows from (A2) and (A3).
2.2. Application of the parametrix method to Markov random walks
For ;xed x, we de;ne the lattice x;n = x+hZr and we introduce the discrete measure
!n(A)= !x;n(A)= hr#(A∩x;n). Here, the number of elements of a set B is denoted by
#B. For all 06 j6 n and z; y∈x;n, we de;ne additional Markov chains Y˜ n = Y˜ n; j; z;y.
For ;xed j; z and y, the chain is de;ned for time points i=n with j6 i6 n. The
dynamics of the chain is described by the initial condition
Y˜ n(j=n)= z
and by the following iteration
Y˜ n
(
i + 1
n
)
= Y˜ n
(
i
n
)
+ ˜n
(
i + 1
n
)
:
The hZr valued error variables ˜n(i=n) are i.i.d. with P{˜n((i+1)=n)= hw}=Qn(y; w),
i.e., Y˜ n(i=n) is a random walk with independent increments. Let us call Y˜ n the Markov
chain frozen at y. We write P˜n(j=n; k=n; z; y) for the conditional probability that Y˜ n(k=n)
[= Y˜ n; j; z;y(k=n)]=y, given Y˜ n(j=n)= z. Note that the variable y acts here twice: as
the value of Y˜ n(k=n) and as a de;ning quantity of the process Y˜ n = Y˜ n; j; z;y. We write
p˜n(j=n; k=n; z; y)= h
−rP˜n(j=n; k=n; z; y). Furthermore, we denote by P˜
y
n; j(z; z
′) the condi-
tional probability that Y˜ n([j + 1]=n)[= Y˜ n; j; z;y([j + 1]=n)]= z′, given Y˜ n(j=n)= z. We
write p˜yn; j(z; z
′)= h−rP˜
y
n; j(z; z
′). A similar construction has been used in Konakov and
Mammen (2000) for Markov random chains with continuous state space.
Let us introduce the following in;nitesimal operators Ln and L˜n:
Ln f(j=n; k=n; z; y)
= n
{∫
pn;j(z; z′)f((j + 1)=n; k=n; z′; y)!n(dz′)− f((j + 1)=n; k=n; z; y)
}
= n{E[f((j + 1)=n; k=n; Yn([j + 1]=n); y)|Yn(j=n)= z]
−f((j + 1)=n; k=n; z; y)};
L˜n f(j=n; k=n; z; y)
= n
{∫
p˜yn; j(z; z
′)f((j + 1)=n; k=n; z′; y)!n(dz′)− f((j + 1)=n; k=n; z; y)
}
= n{E[f((j + 1)=n; k=n; Y˜ n; j; z;y([j + 1]=n); y)]− f((j + 1)=n; k=n; z; y)};
where we write pn;j(z; •) for pn(j=n; (j+1)=n; z; •) and where hrpn(s; t; z; z′) denotes the
conditional probability that Yn(t)= z′, given that Yn(s)= z. For some technical reasons
on the right-hand side of the de;nitions, the terms f((j + 1)=n; : : :) appear instead
of f(j=n; : : :). The reasons will become apparent in the development of the proof of
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Theorem 1.1. For k ¿ j, we put in analogy with the de;nition of Hd;n
Hn = {Ln − L˜n}p˜n:
In the following, we use the following convolution type binary operation n:
(gn f)(j=n; k=n; z; y)=
k−1∑
i=j
1
n
∫
Rr
g(j=n; i=n; z; z′)f(i=n; k=n; z′; y)!n(dz′);
where 06 j¡k6 n. In this de;nition, the convention is used that
∑k−1
i=j : : :=0 if
j¿ k. We write gn H (0)n for g and for l=1; 2; : : : ; n, we denote the l-fold “convolu-
tion” (gn H (l−1)n )n Hn by gn H (l)n .
We remark that n is similarly de;ned as the “convolution” ⊗n in Konakov and
Mammen (2000). The only di(erence is that dz is replaced by !n(dz). Both “convo-
lutions” n and ⊗n are discrete approximations of ⊗.
The next lemma gives the “parametrix” expansion of pn.
Lemma 2.2. For 06 j¡k6 n; the following formula holds:
pn(j=n; k=n; z; y)=
k−j∑
l=0
(p˜n n H (l)n )(j=n; k=n; z; y);
where in the calculation of p˜nn H (l)n , we de9ne pn(j=n; j=n; z; y) and p˜n(k=n; k=n; z; y)
as 0 if z =y and as h−r if z=y.
Proof of Lemma 2.2. The lemma follows by the same arguments as for Lemma 3:6
in Konakov and Mammen (2000). For completeness, we give the short proof because
Lemma 2.2 is the starting point of our proof of Theorem 1.1.
Note that by de;nition
Hn(j=n; k=n; z; y)
= nhr
∑
z′∈x; n
[pn;j(z; z′)− p˜yn; j(z; z′)]p˜n((j + 1)=n; k=n; z′; y): (2.4)
Using the Markov property, we get the following identity:
pn(j=n; k=n; z; y)− p˜n(j=n; k=n; z; y)
=
k−1∑
i=j
1
n
hr
∑
z′∈x; n
pn(j=n; i=n; z; z′)nhr
∑
z′′∈x; n
[pn; i(z′; z′′)− p˜yn; i(z′; z′′)]
×p˜n((i + 1)=n; k=n; z′′; y)
=
k−1∑
i=j
1
n
hr
∑
z′∈x; n
pn(j=n; i=n; z; z′)Hn(i=n; k=n; z′; y)
= (pn n Hn)(j=n; k=n; z; y):
The lemma follows by iterative application of this identity.
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2.3. Bounds on p˜n − p˜ based on Edgeworth expansions
In this subsection, we will develop some tools that are helpful for the comparison
of the expansion of pdn (see Lemma 2.1) and the expansion of pn (see Lemma 2.2).
These expansions are simple expressions in p˜dn or p˜n, respectively. Recall that p˜
d
n
is a Gaussian density, see (2.3), and that p˜n is a scaled probability of a sum of
independent variables. The quantities p˜n and p˜
d
n can be compared by application of
Edgeworth expansions. This is done in Lemma 2.4. As in Konakov and Mammen
(2000) this is the ;rst step for the comparison of the expansions of pdn and pn. In the
further steps of our proof, we need that p˜n(j=n; k=n; z; y) is a smooth function in z and
y. This is needed to carry over the approach in Konakov and Mammen (2000) to the
setting of this paper. Clearly, p˜n(j=n; k=n; z; y) is only de;ned for z; y in a lattice. So
at ;rst hand, we have no smoothness for it. We overcome this diJculty by de;ning
p˜n(j=n; k=n; z; y) for z; y in the whole space Rr . This has to be done such that the
new de;nition coincides with the old version on the lattice and such that Edgeworth
expansions still apply for the new de;nition. In the next lemma, bounds will be given
for derivatives of the new p˜n. The other lemmas of this subsection give bounds for
several quantitites. In Lemma 2.5, we give an approximation for Hn =(Ln− L˜n)p˜n. We
show that this term can be approximated by Kn+Mn, where Kn is de;ned as Hd;n with
p˜dn replaced by p˜n and where Mn is de;ned in Lemma 2.5. Bounds on Hn; Kn; Mn and
p˜nn H (r)n are given in Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7. These bounds will be used in the proof of
Lemma 2.8 to show that in the expansion of pn, the terms p˜nn H (r)n can be replaced
by p˜nn (Mn +Kn)(r). Finally, in Lemma 2.9, we use our Gaussian approximation p˜dn
for the scaled transition probability p˜n of the Markov chain and we show that in the
expansion of pn, the density p˜n can be replaced by p˜
d
n .
We will give now a de;nition of the function p˜n(j=n; k=n; z; y) for z; y ∈ x;n.
For a motivation of this de;nition, note ;rst that P˜n(j=n; k=n; z; y)=P{h−1˜n([j +
1]=n) + · · · + h−1˜n(k=n)= (y − z)=h}; where h−1˜n([j + 1]=n); : : : ; h−1˜n(k=n) is an
i.i.d. sequence with expectation hmn(y) and covariance matrix n(y). Furthermore,
P(h−1˜n(i=n)=w)=Qn(y; w), see Section 2.2. Let us denote the common character-
istic function of h−1˜n([j + 1]=n)− hmn(y); : : : ; h−1˜n(k=n)− hmn(y) by Gˆn;y. By the
Fourier inversion formula (see e.g. Bhattacharya and Rao, 1976, p. 230), we get that
for z; y∈x;n
p˜n(j=n; k=n; z; y)
= hrP˜n(j=n; k=n; z; y)
= hr(25)−r
∫
F∗
exp {−itT(y − z)=h}Gˆn;y(t)k−jexp {i(k − j)htTmn(y)} dt
= hr(25)−r(k − j)−r=2det−1=2n (y)
∫
(k−j)1=2 1=2n (y)F∗
exp {−isT<n(z; y)}
×Gˆn;y((k − j)−1=2−1=2n (y)s)k−j ds; (2.5)
whereF∗=(−5; 5)r , <n(z; y)=−1=2n (y)[y−z−=n(y)]=[h(k−j)1=2], and =n(y)= h2(k−
j)mn(y). We de;ne now p˜n(j=n; k=n; z; y) by (2.5). Note that this de;nition also makes
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sense for z or y not in x;n and that it coincides for z and y in x;n with the old
de;nition. In particular, now it makes sense to consider derivatives of p˜n(j=n; k=n; z; y)
with respect to z or y. Bounds on such derivatives are given in the next lemma.
Lemma 2.3. The following bound holds for a constant C ¿ 0:
|D!zp˜n(j=n; k=n; z; y)|6C>−|!| ?>(y − z) (2.6)
for all j; k; z and y and for all ! with 06 |!|6 2. Here; >= [(k − j)=n]1=2
[for simplicity the indices n; j and k are suppressed in the notation]; ?>(•)=
>−r?(•=>) and
?(x)=
[1 + ‖x‖S−2]−1∫
[1 + ‖u‖S−2]−1 du :
The constant S has been de9ned in Assumption (A1).
Proof of Lemma 2.3. The proof of Lemma 2.3 and of the following lemmas of this
section are deferred to Section 2.6.
The following lemma gives a bound for the di(erence between the Gaussian density
p˜dn and the normed transition probability p˜n of a random walk with i.i.d. increments.
Lemma 2.4. The following bound holds with a constant C
|p˜n(j=n; k=n; z; y)− p˜dn(j=n; k=n; z; y)|
6Cn−1=2>−1?>(y − z) (2.7)
for all j¡k; z and y. Here again > denotes the term >= [(k − j)=n]1=2 and where
?> is de9ned as in Lemma 2:3.
In the next step, we replace in the de;nition of Hd;n the Gaussian density p˜
d
n by p˜n,
see the de;nition of Kn. The operator Kn gives a ;rst approximation for the operator
Hn. The accuracy of this approximation is treated in the next lemma.
Lemma 2.5. The following bound holds with a constant C∣∣∣∣Hn
(
j
n
;
k
n
; z; y
)
− Kn
(
j
n
;
k
n
; z; y
)
−Mn
(
j
n
;
k
n
; z; y
)∣∣∣∣
6Cn−1=2>−1@>(y − z) (2.8)
for all j¡k; z and y. Here > denotes the term >= [(k − j)=n]1=2. We write @>(•)=
>−r@(•=>) where
@(v)=
[1 + ‖v‖S−5]−1∫
[1 + ‖v′‖S−5]−1 dv′ :
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For j¡k − 1, the function Kn is de9ned as
Kn(s; t; z; y) =
1
2
r∑
i; j=1
(n; ij(z)− n; ij(y))@
2p˜n(s; t; z; y)
@zi@zj
+
r∑
i=1
(mn;i(z)− mn;i(y))@p˜n(s; t; z; y)@zi :
Furthermore; for j¡k − 1, we de9ne
Mn
(
j
n
;
k
n
; z; y
)
= 3n
∑
|!|=3
∑
|=|=1
∫
Rr
∫ 1
0
h−rD=yQn
(
y;
z′ − z
h
)
(z − y)=
× (z
′ − z)!
!!
D!zp˜n
(
j + 1
n
;
k
n
; z+/(z′− z); y
)
(1−/)2 d/ d!n(z′):
For j= k − 1, we de9ne
Kn
(
j
n
;
k
n
; z; y
)
=0;
Mn
(
j
n
;
k
n
; z; y
)
= n
∑
|=|=1
D=yQn
(
y;
y − z
h
)
(z − y)=:
We give now bounds for the operators Kn; Hn and Mn.
Lemma 2.6. The following bound holds with a constant C∣∣∣∣Kn
(
j
n
;
k
n
; z; y
)∣∣∣∣6C>−1@>(y − z); (2.9)∣∣∣∣Hn
(
j
n
;
k
n
; z; y
)∣∣∣∣6C>−1@>(y − z); (2.10)∣∣∣∣Mn
(
j
n
;
k
n
; z; y
)∣∣∣∣6C>−1@>(y − z); (2.11)
for all j¡k; z and y. Here again; >= [(k− j)=n]1=2. The function @> has been de9ned
in Lemma 2:5.
The next lemma states a bound for p˜n n H (l)n .
Lemma 2.7. There exists a constant C1 (that does not depend on z and y) such that
the following inequality holds:∣∣∣∣p˜n n H (l)n
(
j
n
;
k
n
; z; y
)∣∣∣∣6 Cl+11 >l1(1 + l=2)A>(y − z)
for 0¡j¡k6 n; where
A(z)=
[1 + ‖z‖2S′−2]−1∫
[1 + ‖u‖2S′−2]−1 du
and again >= [(k − j)=n]1=2.
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We now state an expansion for the normed transition probability pn.
Lemma 2.8. For 06 j¡k6 n the following formula holds:
pn(j=n; k=n; z; y)=
k−j∑
l=0
(p˜n n (Mn + Kn)(l))(j=n; k=n; z; y) + R;
where
|R|6Cn−1=2A>(y − z)
for some constant C. The function A has been de9ned in Lemma 2:7. Here again
>= [(k − j)=n]1=2.
We now show that in the expansion of Lemma 2.8 for pn the densities p˜n can be
replaced by the Gaussian densities p˜dn .
Lemma 2.9. For 06 j¡k6 n; the following formula holds:
pn(j=n; k=n; z; y)=
k−j∑
l=0
(p˜dn n (Mn + Kn)(l))(j=n; k=n; z; y) + R;
where
|R|6Cn−1=2A>(y − z)
for some constant C. The function A has been de9ned in Lemma 2:7. Here again
>= [(k − j)=n]1=2.
We come now to the proof of Theorem 1.1.
2.4. Proof of Theorem 1.1
From Lemmas 3:1 and 3:2 in Konakov and Mammen (2000), we get for suJciently
large n
pdn(s; t; z; y) =
n∑
l=0
(p˜dn ⊗ H (l)d;n)(s; t; z; y)
+O
(
n−1=2 exp
(
−C‖y − z‖
2
t − s
))
: (2.12)
Furthermore, Lemma 2.9 implies that
pn(0; 1; z; y) =
n∑
l=0
(p˜dn n (Mn + Kn)(l))(0; 1; z; y)
+O
(
n−1=2
1
1 + ‖y − z‖2S′−2
)
: (2.13)
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Because of (2.12) and (2.13) for the statement of the theorem it remains to show
that ∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
l=0
(p˜dn ⊗ H (l)d;n(0; 1; z; y)− p˜dn n (Mn + Kn)(l)(0; 1; z; y))
∣∣∣∣∣
=O
(
n−1=2
1
1 + ‖y − z‖2S′−2
)
: (2.14)
For the proof of (2.14), note that∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
l=0
(p˜dn ⊗ H (l)d;n(0; 1; z; y)− p˜dn n (Mn + Kn)(l)(0; 1; z; y))
∣∣∣∣∣
6
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
l=0
(p˜dn ⊗ H (l)d;n(0; 1; z; y)− p˜dn ⊗n H (l)d;n(0; 1; z; y))
∣∣∣∣∣
+
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
l=0
(p˜dn ⊗n H (l)d;n(0; 1; z; y)− p˜dn n H (l)d;n(0; 1; z; y))
∣∣∣∣∣
+
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
l=0
(p˜dn n H (l)d;n(0; 1; z; y)− p˜dn n (Mn + Hd;n)(l)(0; 1; z; y))
∣∣∣∣∣
+
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
l=0
(p˜dn n (Mn + Hd;n)(l)(0; 1; z; y)− p˜dn n (Mn + Kn)(l)(0; 1; z; y))
∣∣∣∣∣
=T1 + T2 + T3 + T4; (2.15)
where we use the following convolution type binary operation ⊗n:
(g⊗n f)
(
j
n
;
k
n
; z; y
)
=
k−1∑
i=j
1
n
∫
Rr
g
(
j
n
;
i
n
; z; z′
)
f
(
i
n
;
k
n
; z′; y
)
dz′
For T1; T2; T3 and T4, we will show the following estimates
Tk =O
(
n−1=2
1
1 + ‖y − z‖2S′−2
)
; (2.16)
where k =1; : : : ; 4. This shows (2.14). For k =1; 3; 4, this can be done by essentially
the same calculations as for the proof of (3:45) in Konakov and Mammen (2000) for
k =1; 2; 3. It remains to show (2.16) for k =2.
Proof of (2.16) for k = 2. We make use of the following representation.
(n; ij(z)− n; ij(y)) @
2p˜dn(s; t; z; y)
@zi@zj
= [− 〈(t − s)−1(i)n (y); y − z − (t − s)mn(y)〉
×〈(t − s)−1( j)n (y); y − z − (t − s)mn(y)〉
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+(t − s)−1ijn (y)]
〈
@n; ij(y)
@y
; y − z
〉
p˜dn(s; t; z; y)
+R∗
@2p˜dn(s; t; z; y)
@zi@zj
; (2.17)
where (i)n (y) is the ith row of −1n (y). The elements of 
−1
n (y) are denoted by 
ij
n (y).
Furthermore,
R∗=2
∑
|!|=2
(z − y)!
!!
∫ 1
0
(1− B)D!n; ij(y + B(z − y)) dB:
From this representation and (A3), we get after a little algebra with some constants
C; C1 [that do not depend on j; i; n]∣∣∣∣ @@z′k Hd;n(j=n; i=n; z′; y)
∣∣∣∣6C1>−1CC;>(y − z′); k =1; 2; : : : ; r; (2.18)
where >=((i − j)=n)1=2; CC;>(z)= >−rCC(z=>) and
CC(z)=
exp(−C‖z‖2)∫
exp(−C‖v‖2) dv :
For  n;j(z′)= p˜dn(0; j=n; z; z
′)Hd;n(j=n; i=n; z′; y), we obtain from (2.3) and (2.18)∣∣∣∣ @@z′k  n; j(z′)
∣∣∣∣6C2>−11 >−1CC;>1 (z′ − z)CC;>(y − z′);
k =1; : : : ; r; >1 = (j=n)1=2: (2.19)
Note that the estimate (2.19) remains true [possibly with new C2; C that also do not
depend on j; i; n] if we replace z′ in the left-hand side of this inequality by z′′, where
‖z′′ − z′‖6√rh. With this remark integrating over the cells of the lattice x;n and
using (2.19) for each cell we obtain the estimate for l=1∣∣∣∣p˜dn ⊗n H (1)d;n
(
0;
i
n
; z; y
)
− p˜dn n H (1)d;n
(
0;
i
n
; z; y
)∣∣∣∣
6
i−1∑
j=0
1
n
∣∣∣∣
∫
 n;j(z′) dz′ −
∫
 n;j(z′)!n(dz′)
∣∣∣∣
6C2
√
rh
i−1∑
j=1
1
n
(j=n)−1=2((i − j)=n)−1=2
×
∫
CC;>1 (z
′ − z)CC;>(y − z′) dz′
6C3hB(1=2; 1=2)CC;
√
i=n
(y − z): (2.20)
With similar arguments we get the estimate for l=2∣∣∣∣p˜dn ⊗n H (2)d;n
(
0;
i
n
; z; y
)
− p˜dn n H (2)d;n
(
0;
i
n
; z; y
)∣∣∣∣
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6
∣∣∣∣(p˜dn ⊗n Hd;n)⊗ Hd;n
(
0;
i
n
; z; y
)
− (p˜dn ⊗n Hd;n)n Hd;n
(
0;
i
n
; z; y
)∣∣∣∣
+
∣∣∣∣[(p˜dn ⊗n Hd;n)− (p˜dn n Hd;n)]n Hd;n
(
0;
i
n
; z; y
)∣∣∣∣
=A1 + A2:
The ;rst summand A1 is estimated analogously to (2:20) where p˜
d
n ⊗n Hd;n plays role
of p˜dn now. This gives
A16C3hB(1=2; 1=2) B(1; 1=2)
(
i
n
)1=2
CC;i=n(y − z):
For the second summand A2, we use (2:20) and the estimate for Hd;n(0; (i=n); z; y) from
Lemma 3:2 in Konakov and Mammen (2000) to obtain the same bound
A26C23hB(1=2; 1=2) B(1; 1=2)
(
i
n
)1=2
CC;i=n(y − z):
Hence∣∣∣∣p˜dn ⊗n H (2)d;n
(
0;
i
n
; z; y
)
− p˜dn n H 2d;n
(
0;
i
n
; z; y
)∣∣∣∣
6 2C23
(
i
n
)1=2
hB(1=2; 1=2) B(1; 1=2)CC;i=n(y − z): (2.21)
Using iteratively similar bounds, we get
T26 h
( ∞∑
l=0
Cl4
1(1 + l=2)
)
CC(y − z): (2.22)
This shows (2.16) for k =2. Thus, Theorem 1.1 is proved.
2.5. Proof of Theorem 1.2
Theorem 1.2 follows from Theorem 1.1 and the following lemma.
Lemma 2.10. Under the conditions of Theorem 1:2 it holds that
sup
z;y∈Rr
(1 + exp(C‖y − z‖2))|pd(0; 1; z; y)− pdn(0; 1; z; y)|=O((n): (2.23)
Proof of Lemma 2.10. The process Yd(t) is de;ned by the initial condition Yd(0)= x
and the stochastic di(erential equation
dYd(t)=m{Yd(t)} dt + {Yd(t)} dW (t);
where (z)(z)T =
∑
(z). Using (2.1), we get
pdn(0; 1; z; y)=
∞∑
l=0
p˜dn ⊗ H (l)d;n(0; 1; z; y);
pd(0; 1; z; y)=
∞∑
l=0
p˜d ⊗ H (l)(0; 1; z; y); (2.24)
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where H (s; t; z; y) is de;ned analogously (2.2) with ij and mi instead of n; ij and mn;i.
From (2.24), we have
|pd(0; 1; z; y)− pdn(0; 1; z; y)|
6
∣∣∣∣∣
∞∑
l=0
(p˜d− p˜dn)⊗ H (l)(0; 1; z; y)
∣∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣∣
∞∑
l=1
(p˜dn ⊗ H (l)− p˜dn ⊗ H (l)d;n)(0; 1; z; y)
∣∣∣∣∣
= I + II: (2.25)
For an estimate of I in (2.25), we use the following bound that can be derived by
di(erentiating Gaussian densities with respect to covariances and means, see (A4).
With constants C and C1 it holds that
|p˜d(s; t; u; y)− p˜dn(s; t; u; y)|6C1(nCC;√t−s(y − u): (2.26)
Using (2.26) and the estimate from Lemma 3:2 in Konakov and Mammen (2000) for
the kernel H , we get
|(p˜d − p˜dn)⊗ H (0; t; z; y)|
6C21(n
∫ t
0
ds
∫
CC;√s(z
′ − z)(t − s)−1=2CC;√t−s(y − z′) dz′
6C21(nt
1=2CC;√t(y − z)B(1; 1=2):
This implies
|(p˜d − p˜dn)⊗ H ⊗ H (0; 1; z; y)|
6C31(nB(1; 1=2)
∫ 1
0
ds
∫
CC;√s(z
′ − z)√s(1− s)−1=2CC;√1−s(y − z′) dz′
6C31(nB(1; 1=2)B(3=2; 1=2)CC;1(y − z):
Continuing iteratively, we get
I6(n
( ∞∑
l=0
Cl11(1=2)
l
1(1 + l=2)
)
CC;1(y − z): (2.27)
For an estimate of II in (2.25), we will use the iteration
p˜dn ⊗ H (l)(s; t; z; y)− p˜dn ⊗ H (l)d;n(s; t; z; y)
= (p˜dn ⊗ H (l−1) − p˜dn ⊗ H (l−1)d;n )⊗ H (s; t; z; y)
+ (p˜dn ⊗ H (l−1)d;n )⊗ (H − Hd;n)(s; t; z; y): (2.28)
We ;rst estimate H − Hd;n. We have that
(mi(z)− mi(y))@p˜
d(s; t; z; y)
@zi
− (mn;i(z)− mn;i(y))@p˜
d
n(s; t; z; y)
@zi
=−〈(t−s)−1(i)(y); y−z−(t−s)m(y)〉
〈
@mi(y)
@y
; (t−s)m(y)
〉
p˜d(s; t; z; y)
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+ (t−s)−1(i)n (y); y−z−(t−s)mn(y)〉
〈
@mn; i(y)
@y
; (t−s)mn(y)
〉
p˜dn(s; t; z; y)
+R
@p˜d(s; t; z; y)
@zi
− Rn @p˜
d
n(s; t; z; y)
@zi
; (2.29)
where (i)(y) and (i)n (y) are ith rows of −1(y) and −1n (y), respectively, where 〈 ; 〉
is the usual scalar product in Rr and where
R=2
∑
|!|=2
(z − y)!
!!
∫ 1
0
(1− B)D!mi(y + B(z − y)) dB:
Rn is de;ned analogously with mi replaced by mn;i. For the last two terms in the
right-hand side of (2.29), we have∣∣∣∣∣R@p˜
d(s; t; z; y)
@zi
− Rn @p˜
d
n(s; t; z; y)
@zi
∣∣∣∣∣
6
∣∣∣∣∣(R− Rn)@p˜
d(s; t; z; y)
@zi
∣∣∣∣∣+ |Rn|
∣∣∣∣∣@p˜
d(s; t; z; y)
@zi
− @p˜
d
n(s; t; z; y)
@zi
∣∣∣∣∣
6C1(nCC;√t−s(y − z): (2.30)
We here used the following estimates (see (A4))
R− Rn6 2
∑
|!|=2
(z − y)!
!!
∫ 1
0
(1− B)|D!mi(y + B(z − y))
−D!mn; i(y + B(z − y))| dB
6C(n‖z − y‖2;∣∣∣∣∣@p˜
d(s; t; z; y)
@zi
∣∣∣∣∣6C1(t − s)−1=2CC;√t−s(y − z);
|Rn|6C‖z − y‖2 ;
∣∣∣∣∣@p˜
d(s; t; z; y)
@zi
− @p˜
d
n(s; t; z; y)
@zi
∣∣∣∣∣
6C(n(t − s)−1=2CC;√t−s(y − z):
Using (2.26) and (A4) one can show that for the other terms in (2.29) the same upper
bound applies as in (2.30).
We now estimate the di(erence
(ij(z)− ij(y))@
2p˜d(s; t; z; y)
@zi@zj
− (n; ij(z)− n; ij(y))@
2p˜dn(s; t; z; y)
@zi@zj
:
For a treatment of this di(erence, we use the representation (2.17) and with similar
arguments as above we obtain an estimate C(n>−1CC;>(y − z). Finally, we get
|(H − Hd;n)(s; t; z; y)|6C(n>−1CC;>(y − z); >=
√
t − s:
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We have now for l=1
|(p˜dn ⊗ H)(0; t; z; y)− (p˜dn ⊗ Hd;n)(0; t; z; y)|
= |p˜dn ⊗ (H − Hd;n)(0; t; z; y)|
6C2(nt1=2CC;√t(y − z)B(1; 1=2):
For l=2, we have from (2.28)
(p˜dn ⊗ H (2)(0; t; z; y)− p˜dn ⊗ H (2)d;n(0; t; z; y)|
6 |(p˜dn ⊗ (H − Hd;n)⊗ H (0; t; z; y))|+ |(p˜dn ⊗ Hd;n)⊗ (H − Hd;n)(0; t; z; y)|
6 2C3(ntB(1; 1=2)B(3=2; 1=2)CC;√t(y − z):
Continuing iteratively, we obtain
II6(n
( ∞∑
l=0
Cl1(1=2)l
1(1 + l=2)
)
CC;1(y − z): (2.31)
Now, (2.23) follows from (2.25), (2.27) and (2.31).
2.6. Proofs of the lemmas of Section 2.3
Proof of Lemma 2.3. First, we use the well known fact that the Fourier transform of
a derivative of a function coincide with the product of the Fourier transform of the
function and a power function. We now write this relation for our setup. By de;nition
of characteristic functions, we have (see (2.5))
Gˆn;y((k − j)−1=2−1=2n (y)E)k−j
=
∑
z′∈Ln
P

(k − j)−1=2−1=2n (y) k∑
i=j+1
h−1(˜n(i=n)− E˜n(i=n))= <n(z′; y)


×exp(i〈E; <n(z′; y)〉):
We now apply the di(erential operator DFE with |F|6 S to both sides of this equation,
we then multiply both sides with exp(−i〈E; <n(z; y)〉) and ;nally we integrate both sides
with respect to E over the region (k − j)1=21=2n (y)F∗. After these operations, we get
for |F|6 S
<Fn(z; y)P˜n
(
j
n
;
k
n
; z; y
)
=(25)−r(k − j)−r=2(−i)|F|det−1=2n (y)
×
∫
(k−j)1=21=2n (y)F?
exp[−i〈E; <n(z; y)〉]DF[Gˆn;y((k−j)−1=2−1=2n (y)E)k−j] dE;
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where we have used that∫
(k−j)1=2∑1=2n (y)F∗
exp[− i〈E; <n(z; y)〉] exp[i〈E; <n(z′; y)〉] dE
=
∫
(k−j)1=21=2n (y)F∗
exp
[
i
〈
(k − j)−1=2−1=2n (y)E;
z − z′
h
〉]
dE
=(k − j)r=2(det1=2n (y))
∫
F∗
exp
[
i
〈
t;
z − z′
h
〉]
dt
=
{
0 for z′ = z;
(25)r(k − j)r=2(det1=2n (y)) for z′= z:
We will compare P˜n((j=n); (k=n); z; y) with qn(<n(z; y)) where
qn(z)= det−1=2n (y)(k − j)−r=2
S−3∑
l=0
(k − j)−l=2Pl(−C : {A!})(z);
where A! is the !th cumulant of 
−1=2
n (y)h−1(˜n([i+1]=n)−E˜n([i+1]=n)). The Fourier
transform of zFqn(z) is equal to
(−i)|F|(det−1=2n (y))(k − j)−r=2
×DF
[
exp
{
−‖E‖
2
2
} S−3∑
l=0
(k − j)−l=2P˜l(i−1=2n (y)E : {A!})
]
:
By the Fourier inversion theorem, we get
<Fn(z; y)qn(<n(z; y))
= (25)−r(det−1=2n (y))(k − j)−r=2(−i)|F|
∫
Rr
exp[− i〈E; <n(z; y)〉]
×DF
[
exp
{
−‖E‖
2
2
} S−3∑
l=0
(k − j)−l=2P˜l(i−1=2n (y)E : {A!})
]
dE:
Hence, for 06 F6 S, we get∣∣∣∣<Fn(z; y)
[
P˜n
(
j
n
;
k
n
; z; y
)
− qn(<n(z; y))
]∣∣∣∣
6 (25)−r(k − j)−r=2 det−1=2n (y)(I1 + I2 + I3); (2.32)
where with an appropriate small constant c0 ¿ 0
I1 =
∫
‖E‖6c0(k−j)1=2
∣∣∣DF [Gˆn;y((k − j)−1=2−1=2n (y)E)k−j
− exp
{
−‖E‖
2
2
} S−3∑
l=0
(k − j)−l=2P˜l(i−1=2n (y)E : {A!})
]∣∣∣∣∣ dE;
I2 =
∫
(k−j)1=21=2n (y)F?\{E:‖E‖6c0(k−j)1=2}
|DF[Gˆn;y((k − j)−1=2−1=2n (y)E)k−j]| dE;
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I3 =
∫
Rr\{E:‖E‖6c0(k−j)1=2}
∣∣∣∣DF
[
exp
{
−‖E‖
2
2
}
×
S−3∑
l=0
(k − j)−l=2P˜l (i−1=2n (y)E : {A!}
)]∣∣∣∣∣ dE:
With the arguments given in the proof of Theorem 22:1 in Bhattacharya and Rao
(1976), we get now for i=1; 2; 3 that
Ii =o((k − j)−(S−2)=2): (2.33)
For the proof of (2.33), we use that for |F|6 S and z ∈Ln∑
w∈Zr
Qn(z; w)wF6
∑
w∈Zr
 (w)‖w‖S ¡∞:
It follows from our assumptions (A2), (A3) that for a constant C ¿ 0
(1 + ‖<n(z; y)‖S)¿C
(
1 +
∥∥∥∥y − z>
∥∥∥∥
S
)
;
where >=((k=n) − (j=n))1=2. Hence, we get from (2.32) and (2.33) for a constant
C′¿ 0
sup
z;y∈x; n
(
1 +
∥∥∥∥y − z>
∥∥∥∥
S
)∣∣∣∣∣ p˜n(j=n; k=n; z; y)
−>−r det−1=2n (y)
S−3∑
l=0
(k − j)−l=2Pl(−C : {A!})(<n(z; y))
∣∣∣∣∣
6C′>−r detn(y)−1=2o((k − j)−(S−2)=2): (2.34)
Note that the term corresponding to l=0 is just p˜dn(j=n; k=n; z; y) (see (2.3)). We easily
get from (2.34) for a constant C′′¿ 0
|p˜n(j=n; k=n; z; y)− p˜dn(j=n; k=n; z; y)|6C′′(k − j)−1=2?>(y − z): (2.35)
This implies claim (2:6) for |!|=0.
Now we brieXy describe how one obtains (2.6) for |!|=1; 2. We use formula
(2.5). After di(erentiation D! of both sides of (2.5) and integration by parts we get
for |F|6 S
<Fn(z; y)
@P˜n(j=n; k=n; z; y)
@zp
=(25)−r(k−j)−r=2(−i)|F|det−1=2n (y)
∫
(k−j)1=2∑1=2n (y)F?
exp[−i〈E; <n(z; y)〉]
×DF
[
i〈E; −1=2p 〉
>
(Gˆn;y((k − j)−1=2−1=2n (y)E)k−j)
]
dE
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and
<Fn(z; y)
@2P˜n(j=n; k=n; z; y)
@zp@zq
=(25)−r(k − j)−r=2(−i)|F| det−1=2n (y)
∫
(k−j)1=2∑1=2n (y)F?
exp[− i〈E; <n(z; y)〉]
×DF
[−〈E; −1=2(p) 〉〈E; −1=2(q) 〉
>2
(Gˆn;y((k − j)−1=2−1=2n (y)E)k−j)
]
dE
where −1=2(p) is the pth column of 
−1=2
n (y). Now one estimates
<Fn(z; y)
(
@P˜n(j=n; k=n; z; y)
@zp
− @qn(<n(z; y))
@zp
)
and
<Fn(z; y)
(
@2P˜n(j=n; k=n; z; y)
@zp@zq
− @
2qn(<n(z; y))
@zp@zq
)
similarly, as it was done above for
<Fn(z; y)(P˜n(j=n; k=n; z; y)− qn(<n(z; y))):
Proof of Lemma 2.4. See (2.35) above.
Proof of Lemma 2.5. For j= k − 1, note that >= h= n−1=2, and
Hn
(
k − 1
n
;
k
n
; z; y
)
= n
(
Qn
(
z;
y − z
h
)
− Qn
(
y;
y − z
h
))
=Mn
(
k − 1
n
;
k
n
; z; y
)
+ 2n
∑
|=|=2
(z − y)=
=!
∫ 1
0
(1− B)
×(D=yQn)
(
y + B(z − y); y − z
h
)
dB:
Using (A1), we get∣∣∣∣Hn
(
k − 1
n
;
k
n
; z; y
)
−Mn
(
k − 1
n
;
k
n
; z; y
)∣∣∣∣
6C
∥∥∥∥y − zh
∥∥∥∥
2
 
(
y − z
h
)
6Cn−1=2>−1@>(y − z)
and ∣∣∣∣Mn
(
k − 1
n
;
k
n
; z; y
)∣∣∣∣6Cn1=2
∥∥∥∥y − zh
∥∥∥∥  
(
y − z
h
)
6C>−1@>(y − z):
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So it remains to consider the case j¡k − 1. Note ;rst that [see (2.4)]
Hn(j=n; k=n; z; y)=H 1n (j=n; k=n; z; y)− H 2n (j=n; k=n; z; y); (2.36)
where
H 1n (j=n; k=n; z; y) = n
∫
pn;j(z; z′)[p˜n((j + 1)=n; k=n; z
′; y)
−p˜n((j + 1)=n; k=n; z; y)] d!n(z′) (2.37)
and
H 2n (j=n; k=n; z; y) = n
∫
p˜yn; j(z; z
′)[p˜n((j + 1)=n; k=n; z
′; y)
−p˜n((j + 1)=n; k=n; z; y)] d!n(z′): (2.38)
Remind now that
pn;j(z; z′) =pn
(
j
n
;
j + 1
n
; z; z′
)
= h−rPn
(
j
n
;
j + 1
n
; z; z′
)
= h−rQn
(
z;
z′ − z
h
)
;
p˜yn; j(z; z
′) = h−rQn
(
y;
z′ − z
h
)
:
With B(z′)= p˜n((j + 1)=n; k=n; z
′; y), we get that
H 1n (j=n; k=n; z; y)
= n
∫
Rr
h−rQn
(
z;
z′ − z
h
) ∑
16|!|62
(z′ − z)!
!!
(D!B)(z)
+3
∑
|!|=3
(z′ − z)!
!!
∫ 1
0
(1− /)2(D!B)(z + /(z′ − z)) d/

 d!n(z′)
= B′(z)Tmn(z) + 12 tr[n(z)B
′′(z)] + h2
∑
|!|=2
mn(z)! (D!B)(z)
+3n
∑
|!|=3
h−r
∫
Rr
Qn
(
z;
z′ − z
h
)
(z′ − z)!
!!
×
∫ 1
0
(1− /)2(D!B)(z + /(z′ − z)) d/ d!n(z′):
Similarly, one gets
H 2n (j=n; k=n; z; y) = B
′(z)Tmn(y) + 12 tr[n(y)B
′′(z)] + h2
∑
|!|=2
mn(y)!(D!B)(z)
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+3n
∑
|!|=3
h−r
∫
Rr
Qn
(
y;
z′ − z
h
)
(z′ − z)!
!!
×
∫ 1
0
(1− /)2(D!B)(z + /(z′ − z)) d/ d!n(z′):
This gives
Hn(j=n; k=n; z; y) =Kn(j=n; k=n; z; y) + h2
∑
|!|=2
[mn(z)! − mn(y)!](D!B)(z)
+3n
∑
|!|=3
h−r
∫
Rr
[
Qn
(
z;
z′ − z
h
)
− Qn
(
y;
z′ − z
h
)]
× (z
′ − z)!
!!
∫ 1
0
(1− /)2(D!B)(z + /(z′ − z)) d/ d!n(z′):
For the lemma, it suJces to show that there exists a constant C with∣∣mn(z)! − mn(y)!||(D!B)(z)|6C>−1@>(y − z) (2.39)
for ! with |!|=2 and∣∣∣∣∣∣Mn(j=n; k=n; z; y)− 3n
∑
|!|=3
h−r
∫
Rr
[
Qn
(
z;
z′ − z
h
)
− Qn
(
y;
z′ − z
h
)]
× (z
′ − z)!
!!
∫ 1
0
(1− /)2(D!B)(z + /(z′ − z)) d/ d!n(z′)
∣∣∣∣∣
6Ch>−1@>(y − z): (2.40)
Claim (2.39) follows from |mn(z)! − mn(y)!|6C‖y − z‖ for a constant C [see
Assumption (A3)] and from Lemma 2.3. For the proof of claim (2.40), note that
the left-hand side of (2.40) is equal to∣∣∣∣∣∣3n
∑
|!|=3
h−r
∫
Rr

2 ∑
|=|=2
(z − y)=
=!
∫ 1
0
(1− <)(D=yQn)
(
y + <(z − y); z
′ − z
h
)
d<


× (z
′ − z)!
!!
∫ 1
0
(1− /)2(D!zp˜n)
(
j + 1
n
;
k
n
; z + /(z′ − z); y
)
d/ d!n(z′)
∣∣∣∣∣ :
It remains to show that this term is bounded by Ch>−1@>(y − z) for C large enough.
This can be done by using
(D=yQn)
(
y + <(z − y); z
′ − z
h
)
6  
(
z′ − z
h
)
;
see Assumption (A1), and
(D!zp˜n)
(
j + 1
n
;
k
n
; z + /(z′ − z); y
)
6C>−r−3
1 + ‖(z′ − z)=h‖S−3
1 + ‖(y − z)=>‖S−3 :
The last estimate can be proved as (3:83) in Konakov and Mammen (2000).
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Proof of Lemma 2.6. See the proof of Lemma 3:10 in Konakov and Mammen (2000).
Proof of Lemma 2.7. With the help of Lemmas 2.3 and 2.6 [note that ?=@ is bounded]
we get with some constant C2∣∣∣∣p˜n n Hn
(
j
n
;
k
n
; z; z′
)∣∣∣∣
6
k−1∑
i=j
n−1
∫
Rr
p˜n
(
j
n
;
i
n
; z; z′
) ∣∣∣∣Hn
(
i
n
;
k
n
; z′; y
)∣∣∣∣ !n(dz′)
6C22
k−1∑
i=j
n−1
[
k
n
− i
n
]−1 ∫
@<(i)(z′ − z)@<′(i)(y − z′)!n(dz′);
where <(i)= [(i − j)=n]1=2 and <′(i)= [(k − i)=n]1=2. We argue now that for a constant
C3 [that does not depend on i; j; k; n]∫
@<(i)(z′ − z)@<′(i)(y − z′)!n(dz′)6C3
∫
@<(i)(z′ − z)@<′(i)(y − z′) dz′: (2.41)
For the proof (2.41), note that <(i) and <′(i) are greater or equal than n−1=2. Further-
more, !n is a discrete measure that has support on a lattice with gridlength n−1=2. By
a simple argument one gets that∫
@<(i)(z′ − z)@<′(i)(y − z′)!n(dz′)6C2
∫
@∗<(i)(z
′ − z)@∗<′(i)(y − z′) dz′;
where @∗(z)=max{@(z′): |z′i − zi|6 1 for i=1; : : : ; r}. Claim (2.41) follows from
supz [@
∗(z)=@(z)]¡∞.
Inequality (2.41) shows that with a new constant C∣∣∣∣p˜n n Hn
(
j
n
;
k
n
; z; y
)∣∣∣∣6C2
k−1∑
i=j
n−1
[
k
n
− i
n
]−1
@2; j; k(y − z);
where we put
@l; j; k(z)=max{@>1 ∗ · · · ∗ @>l(z): >1¿ 0; : : : ; >l¿ 0; >21 + · · ·+ >2l = >2}:
Here, @0 denotes the /-function. We use now that
∑k−1
i=j n
−1[(k−i)=n]−1=26 ∫ k=nj=n [(k=n)−
y]−1=2 dy= >B(1; 12 ), where B(J; F)=
∫ 1
0 t
J−1(1− t)F−1 dt is the beta function. We get∣∣∣∣p˜n n Hn
(
j
n
;
k
n
; z; y
)∣∣∣∣6C2>B
(
1;
1
2
)
@2; j; k(y − z): (2.42)
Using (2.42) and (2.10), we get by similiar arguments as above that for a constant C∣∣∣∣p˜n n H (2)n
(
j
n
;
i
n
; z; y
)∣∣∣∣
6
k−1∑
i=j
n−1
∫
Rr
∣∣∣∣p˜n n Hn
(
j
n
;
i
n
; z; z′
)∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣Hn
(
i
n
;
k
n
; z′; y
)∣∣∣∣ !n(dz′)
6C3>2@3; j; k(y − z)B
(
1;
1
2
)
B
(
3
2
;
1
2
)
:
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In particular, one uses here that for a constant C3 (see the proof of Lemma 3:11 in
Konakov and Mammen (2000))
@l; j; k(z)6Cl3>
−r 1
1 + ‖z=>‖2S′−2 : (2.43)
Furthermore, one uses that
∫ k=n
j=n [(k=n)− y]1=2[y − (j=n)]−1=2 dy= >2B( 32 ; 12 ).
By an iterative use of such arguments we get with the help of (2.43) for a constant
C that∣∣∣∣p˜n n H (l)n
(
j
n
;
k
n
; z; y
)∣∣∣∣6Cl+1>l@l+1; j; k(y − z) 11((r=2) + 1) ;
where 1 denotes the Gamma function. So we get the same bound as in (3:32) in the
proof of Lemma 3:11 in Konakov and Mammen (2000). The statement of the lemma
follows now by the same arguments as in that paper.
Proof of Lemma 2.8. One can proceed as in the proof of Lemma 3:12 in Konakov and
Mammen (2000). The only di(erence is that we have to replace the discrete measure
!n at several places by the Lebesgue measure. This can be done as in the proof of
(2.41) and leads only to additional constant factors.
Proof of Lemma 2.9. The lemma follows from Lemma 2.8 and
k−j∑
r=0
([p˜n − p˜dn ]n (Mn + Kn)(r))(j=n; k=n; x; y)6C′n−1=2A>(y − x) (2.44)
for some constant C′.
It remains to show (2.44). Mimicking the proof of Lemma 2.7 with Lemma 2.4
instead of Lemma 2.3, we get
|(p˜n − p˜dn)n (Mn + Kn)(r)(j=n; k=n; x; y)|
6Cr+1>rn−1=2B(1=2; 1=2)B(1; 1=2) ::: B(r=2; 1=2)@r+1; j; k(y − x):
The lemma follows by application of this bound.
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